
38th & Blake Station Area Height Amendments 
Steering Committee Meeting #2 

Tuesday, December 15, 2015 
Meeting Summary 

 
Location: Jake’s Sports & Spirits, 3800 Walnut St 
Time: 3:30pm – 5pm 
 
Attendees: Albus Brooks, Justin Croft, Drew Dutcher, Andrew Feinstein, Chy Montoya, Chase Mullen, 
Joel Noble, & Armando Payan 
Staff: Mallory Bettag, Steve Nalley, Tim Watkins, & Todd Wenskoski 
 
Meeting Start: 3:35pm  
 
The meeting began with brief introductions from all attendees. Mallory Bettag started the meeting off by 
discussing the upcoming meeting schedule for steering committee meetings and public meetings. All 
attendees were provided an updated draft schedule for review. It was noted that the draft project schedule 
was lengthened since the last Steering Committee meeting and that additional meetings were added for 
both the public and steering committee. The group settled on the upcoming Steering Committee Meeting 
#3 for Wednesday, January 13, 2016 at 3:30pm and the first public meeting February 2, 2016.  
 
Timing for public notification was also discussed to ensure that all public meeting announcements could 
be provided within neighborhood newsletters and other media in a timely manner. The group expressed 
the importance of having a draft notification prepared for all committee members to include in their 
notification to the neighborhood/community.  
 
The group discussed possible ways to announce the upcoming public meetings. It was agreed that the best 
way to reach a large number of community members is through neighborhood newsletters. Additionally, 
any neighborhood group that currently uses social media plans to post notifications there as well. 
Additional media that could be used for notifying community members include Next Door, Facebook, 
Twitter, and flyer distribution at local schools and areas of worship. Committee members also agreed that 
staff should be made available to attend neighborhood/community meetings if requested to do so. 
Councilman Albus Brooks indicated that he could provide a quick, high-level update with the schedule in 
the upcoming District 9 Presidents Meeting.  
 
The group moved into the next agenda item, which included the review of the base model and building 
heights alternative #1 and a collection of ideas to help form building height alternatives #2 and #3. Chase 
Ball from MIG is the consultant working to produce the 3-D representations of the building height 
alternatives. He attempted to work on the model in real time, but due to technological issues, the group 
reviewed the building heights base map and alternative via printed maps and drew their ideas on trace 
paper.  
 
In review of the alternative #1 heights map, some members were concerned about splitting the zoning on 
the RTD site, and noted that this could be an issue. While group members began to discuss specific 
building heights, they noted that the conversation became difficult without better understanding potential 
density bonuses for greater density.  
 
Ideas for density bonus discussion included conversations about increased affordable housing and 
community benefits. Perhaps additional height over 12 stories needs to have an affordability component. 
The group saw this strategy as a huge undertaking. Councilman Albus Brooks suggested looking to 
Seattle as a case study. The group agreed that they wanted to see a variety of case studies regarding 



bonuses for height. The bonus requirement would add a change to zoning. It was mentioned that the RiNo 
neighborhood feels that rezoning will have strings tied to it.  
 
A discussion of 20 stories right next to the station began as the group reviewed potential height 
alternatives. It was also suggested that perhaps this area is zoned for 12 stories with an option to move up 
to 20 stories with clearer guidelines about what is required to get to 20 stories. Is 12 stories too high to 
begin with? It was suggested that developers may not choose to develop up to 20 stories with certain 
requirements because it would be easier to simply build to 12 and avoid the headache.  
 
Based on these conversations regarding height alternatives around the station area, it was decided that a 
number of case studies needed to be reviewed and brought back to the Steering Committee for review of 
potential ideas for density bonus programs at the next meeting.  
 
Meeting End: 5:20pm  
 
 


